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Abstract—In this paper we present SpiderRadio a cognitive
radio prototype for dynamic spectrum access networking. SpiderRadio is built using commodity IEEE 802.11a/b/g hardware and
the open source MadWiFi driver. This helps us in developing and
testing our prototype without having to buy and manage several
licensed spectrum bands. We begin with a discussion on the key
research issues and challenges in the practical implementation of
a dynamic spectrum access network. Then, the lessons learned
from the development of dynamic spectrum access protocols,
designing management frame structures, software implementation of the dynamic spectrum access network protocol stack
and testbed experimental measurement results are presented.
Several trade-offs in the prototype implementation complexity
vs. network performance are also discussed. We also identify
potential security vulnerabilities in cognitive radio networks,
specifically as applied to SpiderRadio and point out some defense
mechanisms against these vulnerabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) networking allows unlicensed users/devices (“secondary users”) to opportunistically
access a licensed spectrum band owned by “primary users”
subject to certain spectrum etiquettes and regulations. It is
expected that DSA will alleviate some of the radio spectrum
scarcity problem. Cognitive radios (CR) enable spectrum
sensing, dynamic spectrum access, and dynamic spectrum
management. A CR senses primary licensed bands and detects
the presence or absence of primary users in these bands. Then
secondary users either release or occupy these primary bands
depending on whether the primary users are present or not in
these bands, respectively. Details on definitions and regulatory
aspects of cognitive radios can be found in [1].
Practical implementation of a CR faces several challenges
in terms of hardware design, software stack implementation,
interfacing the CR device with policy servers, etc. Examples
of some these issues are the following:
• Synchronization: When two communicating CRs decide
to move to a new band or channel they must successfully
synchronize with each other to resume communication.
Therefore, implementing protocols for accurate synchronization message (e.g., available channel list) exchange,
re-synchronizing in the new band as quickly as possible
to prevent loss of data from upper layers, data buffering
strategies during the synchronization process, planning
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for the situation when a new band is not available
immediately, etc. must be considered.
• Hardware delays: Using open source software (as explained in later sections) may result in the radio hardware
to be reset and restarted during channel switching. This
hardware reset process configures the medium access
control (MAC) layer and adapts the radio to the potentially modified transmission and reception parameters in
the new band. This hardware reset/restart process causes
significant delays during channel switching.
In this paper we describe SpiderRadio: the set-up and
implementation of a software driven CR using off-the-shelf
IEEE 802.11a/b/g hardware supported by Atheros chipset. The
software abstraction hides the physical (PHY) layer details
from the upper layers in the modified network protocol stack
as discussed in Section IV. The software abstraction layer
is programmable and allows SpiderRadio to configure the
transmission/reception parameters automatically to operate in
any unused frequency band in the allowable spectrum bands.
The implication of this feature is that SpiderRadio can be
on several wireless networks at the same time operating on
different frequency bands. It can also be connected to an
infrastructure based wireless network and an ad hoc network
simultaneously. This is in contrast to current radios which can
only be configured to operate statically in any one frequency
band connecting to one network.
Some general guiding principles are derived based on our
experience in SpiderRadio based DSA testbed experiments.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Majority of current research in CR enabled DSA focuses on
the theoretical aspects (see [2], [3] and references therein) with
relatively fewer attempts to build working prototypes. In [4], a
software defined cognitive radio prototype is developed which
is able to sense spectrum in the UHF band based on waveform
analysis, but no dynamic channel switching upon the detection
of primary devices is explored. A feature detector design for
TV bands, with emphasis on the physical (PHY) layer is
presented in [5]. In [6], a cognitive radio network prototype
is built based on FPGA and a virtual sensing mechanism is
developed. In [7], a cognitive radio prototype is built with offthe-shelf IEEE 802.11 devices for spectrum sensing. Primary
incumbent detection based on counting PHY/CRC errors is
proposed. A primary device is emulated by Rohde&Schwarz
sine-wave signal generator while IEEE 802.11 access cards
operating as secondary devices. However, dynamic frequency
switching upon the detection of primary devices is not considered here.

The research in [8] and [9] investigate into adaptive channel
width in wireless networks by focusing on spectrum assignment algorithms to handle spectrum variation and fragmentation. Limitations with most of the above mentioned works
are that they do not comprehensively address the major DSA
requirements of fast physical switching, data loss issues at the
time of physical switching, synchronization failure & overhead
issues and hidden incumbents challenges. Synchronization
failure between two secondary devices upon switching will
prove fatal for secondary network data communication as
effective throughput will drop drastically or even worse, loss of
communication. Thus in this work, we discuss the SpiderRadio prototype that addresses algorithmic and implementation
issues for sensing based dynamic frequency switching and
communication.
III. CR P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION C HALLENGES
A cognitive radio prototype MAC will have many features
similar to any existing standard MAC, e.g., IEEE 802.11 or
IEEE 802.16. However, some distinguishing requirements for
dynamic spectrum access make the implementation highly
challenging.
In DSA, when a cognitive radio node is switched on, it
may use an etiquette such as listen before talk by scanning
all the channels to find out whether any incumbent in the
interfering zone is using any particular channel and builds a
spectrum usage report of vacant and used channels. Unlike
the existing single frequency radio devices (which operate
using only one static frequency), cognitive radio nodes need
to discover its communication peers through extensive channel
scanning and beacon broadcasting [10]. Once a cognitive
radio node locates broadcasts from communicating peers,
it then tunes to that frequency and transmits back in the
uplink direction with the radio node identifier. Authentication
and connection registrations are then done gradually. Due
to such extensive connection establishment procedure at the
beginning, when the number of candidate frequency channels
is large, the initial neighbor discovery process is likely to
become highly time consuming. The available channel list may
also change randomly due to the random arrival/departure of
primary users in these bands. Unless the MAC layers of the
communication CR nodes synchronize in a different band proactively within a certain delay threshold, network connectivity
may be lost. If network connectivity is lost then the nodes must
go through the highly time consuming neighbor discovering
process repeatedly. An efficient and robust synchronization
mechanism is thus crucial.
Another challenge for the nodes is the method and implementation to exchange the list of currently available channels
and the channel to which they will resume communication
upon detection of a primary in the current operating channel.
Upon a successful channel switch and synchronization the
wireless card must reconfigure itself to the new frequency
channel and thus it needs to stop the data flow from the upper
layers. This operation will adversely affect the performance at
the higher layers degrading the data throughput performance
unless some remedial actions are taken to enhance the DSA
MAC.

Note that, despite these challenges, dynamic channel switching must still be simple with a goal towards fast switching,
reduced synchronization failure, reduced synchronization overhead and increased effective throughput.
IV. S PIDER R ADIO S YSTEM D ESIGN
As discussed before, SpiderRadio prototype is based on
IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless access cards built with Atheros
chipsets. The building block for the software stack (see, Fig. 1)
is the Madwifi driver (http://madwifi-project.org/). Madwifi
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Fig. 1.

Proposed protocol stack for SpiderRadio

contains three sublayers: IEEE 802.11 Media Access Control
Layer, the Wrapper (an interface to lower layer) of Atheros
Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL), and Atheros Hardware
Abstraction Layer (the only closed source component). For the
SpiderRadio , the IEEE 802.11 Media Access Control Layer
is modified to speed up and increase the reliability of channel
switching, while Wrapper of Atheros HAL is modified to build
special hardware queues for the prototype.
A. Modifications to Atheros HAL Wrapper
We propose and implement two special hardware queues
that become active whenever any dynamic channel switching
action needs to be triggered. The first hardware queue is
synchronization queue (sync queue), which is used for transmitting synchronization management frames only. The synchronization management frames are special purpose frames
and are used for synchronization between the communicating
nodes at the time of switching. Whenever any of the two
communicating CR nodes sense the necessity for channel
switching (initiator node), it then enables the sync queue and
triggers the channel switching request management frame from
the sync queue with the ongoing data communication. Inside
the synchronization management frame, we pack the destination channel information (called the candidate frequency

channel(s), i.e., to which the CR nodes desire to switch to
upon vacating the current channel).
The second hardware queue, data buffer queue is enabled
when the communicating CR nodes are physically switching
channel and the MAC for both the nodes are being configured
with the transmission and reception parameters in the new
frequency band. With data buffer queue enabled, we allocate
a local memory for buffering the data temporarily from upper
layer so that no data from upper layer will be lost and the
switching scheme will not create any adverse effect. These
modifications are implemented within the Madwifi driver in
such a way that dynamic channel switching in the PHY/MAC
layer is hidden from the upper layers, not affecting the upper
layer functionalities at all thus creating a smooth, seamless
switching.
B. Extended Management Frame Structure
We use an extended management frame for dynamic channel
switching and synchronization purposes between two SpiderRadio nodes. To explain the new management frame we begin
with a discussion on the standard IEEE 802.11 MAC Frame
Structure and MAC header [11].
In the IEEE 802.11 MAC header, a 2 bit type field indicates
whether the frame is control, management or data frame, while
a 4 bit subtype field indicates different subtypes of frames
under one particular type of a frame. For example, with type
field set for management frame, there can be 16 different
subtypes of management frames. 10 different subtypes of
management frames are already defined in IEEE 802.11:
beacon, probe request, probe response, association request,
association response, re-association request, re-association
response, disassociation, authentication and de-authentication
frame. Six more subtypes for 802.11 MAC management
frames could be defined out of which we use one subtype of
management frame for channel switching and synchronization.
Under this subtype, 4 more extended subtypes (signifying
switching request, switching response, confirmation request
and confirmation response frames) are defined. Identification
for these extended subtypes is built in the first two bytes of
the frame body. The necessity and detailed usage of these
four different extended management frames are explained in
Section V.
In Fig. 2, the structure of switching request/response frame
is shown. 2 byte SubType Identification field indicates this
as a channel switch request/response frame. In United States,
there are 3 non-overlapping channels in IEEE 802.11g, and 13
non-overlapping channels in IEEE 802.11a. 2 Byte destination
channel bitmap is enough to create a bitmap for all these
16 channels. For bitmapping more number of channels, the
2 byte destination channel bitmap can be extended. The 8
byte timestamp indicates the time when this request frame is
prepared for transmission.
Similar to the switching request and response frame, confirm management frames are auxiliary synchronization management frames. A node receiving a confirmation response
packet will compare the current channel information from the
confirmation request packet with the channel it is operating on
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Detail structure of switching request/response frame

currently. If they are the same, this node will copy the current
channel and confirmation count field to confirmation response
frame bit by bit and send it back to the transmitter.
C. Bitmap Channel Vector
In order to address the hidden incumbent problem [12], we
embed the candidate channels information inside the channel
switching request management frame, instead of initiator CR
node attempting to convey channel switching request using
only one frequency channel information. The number of candidate channels is updated dynamically by the initiator node
depending on the feedback received from the receiving CR
node. The reason behind transmitting synchronization message
with multiple candidate frequencies is that even if the receiving
CR node encounters a licensed incumbent transmission (hidden to the initiator CR node), it still has ways to choose other
candidate channel(s) and report this incumbent transmission to
the initiator using a similar management frame called channel
switch response management frame. With this mechanism,
even with the presence of hidden node incumbent, risk of
synchronization failure is reduced significantly. Fig. 2 shows
the proposed channel switching request management frame
structure in detail. Recall that, there are 3 non-overlap channels
in 802.11g, and 13 non-overlap channels in 802.11a which are
emulated as primary bands in our testbed experiments. Clearly,
with primary devices dynamically accessing the bands, the
availability of the spectrum bands for SpiderRadio nodes
changes dynamically. Since we use multiple candidate frequency channels sent by initiator nodes, embedding absolute
information (spectrum band frequency) of candidate frequency
channels would again invoke the challenge of variable length
management frame. This may consume more time to decode
the header information for variable length frames.
In order to solve this issue, we use a bitmap channel vector

for sending candidate channel(s) information. Since we have
16 non-overlapping channels, we implement the length of this
bitmap channel vector as two bytes in the MAC payload as
shown in Fig. 2, thus mapping the availability of each channel
to a single bit. When a channel is available (candidate), the
corresponding bit will be set to 1; otherwise, it will be set to
0.
Note that, the advantage of using bitmap channel vector
for transmitting candidate channel information is that fixed
length management frame can be used even though the channel
availability information is variable length. The fixed length
bitmap channel vector is sufficiently easy and quick to decode. Moreover, with the usage of bitmap channel vector, the
management frame becomes easily scalable. If there are more
than 16 non-overlapping channels in any system, we only
need to expand the programmable bitmap vector field for that
system. Following the destination channel bitmap vector field,
the next field signify the final timeout switching time from
initiator’s perspective. This field is designed to indicate when
the initiator node will timeout from the current synchronization
mechanism (if no synchronization could be established; i.e.,
even after multiple switching requests, no response frame is
received from the other communicating CR node), will vacate
the current channel and start the re-synchronization attempt
through quick probing following the destination (candidate)
channel bitmap vector.
V. DYNAMIC F REQUENCY S WITCHING I MPLEMENTATION
Two SpiderRadio secondary devices communicating with
each other on a frequency channel must vacate the channel
upon detecting the arrival of a primary device (or for coexistence) on that particular channel and must switch to a
new channel to resume communication. To enable efficient
spectrum switching, each node maintains the spectrum usage
report in a local spectrum usage report database (SURD),
which keeps track of the bands occupied by the primary
user or available open spectrum bands. When a channel
switching event is triggered the secondary devices have three
requirements:
(i) Switch as fast as possible to reduce wastage of time and
resume data communication quickly.
(ii) Switch successfully to reduce synchronization failure so
that the nodes do not end up in different channels and lose
communication.
(iii) Keep the overhead for synchronization as small as possible
to maximize effective data throughout.
With the above goals in mind, we discuss next the implementation of three gradually improving versions of channel
switching protocols for SpiderRadio in increasing order of
complexity. Note that, each version is more robust, complex
and requires more overhead than its predecessor.
A. Dynamic Frequency Switching: Version 1
In version 1, two SpiderRadio nodes communicating on a
frequency channel upon detecting a primary user activity on
this particular channel trigger frequency switching procedure
and move to a new channel. The dynamic frequency switching

procedure is initiated by one of the SpiderRadio nodes which
transmits a channel switching request management frame to
the other node for synchronization. It then moves to the
new channel. (Channel switching request management frame
is explained in detail in section IV.) The node initiating
channel switching request management frame is called the
Initiator SpiderRadio, while the other node is called Receiver
SpiderRadio. Receiver SpiderRadio upon receiving the channel
switching request management frame switches to the new
channel indicated in the payload of the management frame
and re-synchronizes with the Initiator. In Fig. 3(a), we present
the synchronization procedure for channel switching request
management frame.
The advantage of this method is its simplicity and reduced
overhead. Moreover, dynamic synchronization is possible with
initiation of channel switch request management frame carrying the new channel information thereby making channel
switching quite fast.
However, this method also has its drawbacks in terms of
robustness, as follows:
(i) As synchronization is heavily dependent on the channel
switch request management frame, if this frame is lost, there
is a high probability of synchronization failure as the initiator
would end up being in the new channel whereas the receiver
will still be in the old channel, resulting in the loss of
communication. (ii) As initiator initiates the channel switch
request management frame, the new channel information (to
which the nodes would move to) is inserted in this frame by
the initiator from its local SURD. The problem with such
a protocol is that the receiver may have a primary device
operating in the new frequency channel in its vicinity, however,
the initiator does not have any information about this in
its local SURD. As a result, the initiator would again end
up being in the new channel whereas the receiver will still
remain to be in the old channel thereby resulting in the loss
of communication. (iii) Another key issue of this method is
the determination of the initiator node. If both communicating
SpiderRadio nodes detect the arrival of a primary device and
simultaneously initiate channel switch request management
frame with information about the new channel from their local
SURDs, there is a probability that synchronization failure will
happen. As both the SpiderRadio nodes now act as initiators
without knowing the status of other node, both the nodes will
move to their specified new channels. Unless new channels
selected by both the initiators are same, synchronization failure
is bound to happen.
In Fig. 3(b), we present the experimental synchronization
failure probability of version 1. We find that with the network traffic decreasing, the synchronization failure probability
decreases as well. However, as observed from Fig. 3(b),
synchronization failure probability in version 1 is very high
thus making this version a poor choice for SpiderRadio.
B. Dynamic Frequency Switching: Version 2
In this method, synchronization is no longer dependent
on channel switching request management frame only. We
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a) Dynamic channel switching with switching request management frame; b) Synchronization failure probability results for version 1

introduce another management frame called channel switch
response management frame (as discussed in detail in section IV).
The synchronization protocol in version 2 is summarized
as follows.
Step 1: Initiator sends channel switching request management
frame carrying information of new channel(s)
Step 2: Upon successful reception of the request frame,
responder transmits channel switching response management
frame carrying information about the agreed new channel
back to initiator as acknowledgment; then, responder switches
to new channel
Step 3: Initiator after receiving response frame switches to
the new channel.

As the initiator switches only after receiving the response
management frame, the chance of synchronization failure
reduces significantly (see, Fig. 4(a)). Using version 2, we
can also solve the problem of both nodes being initiators. If
both the SpiderRadio nodes initiate channel switch request
management frame, the one with earlier timestamp will win.
The eight byte timestamp field from the switching request
management frame will let both the nodes decide on the
winner and other node will automatically follow the role of
responder.
Even with the enhancement, version 2 faces a drawback
in terms of higher channel switching request frame loss
probability as shown in Fig. 4(b). This is because only one
channel switching request frame is transmitted for channel
switching initiation thus making the switching request frame
highly loss-prone.

C. Dynamic Frequency Switching: Version 3
To avoid the synchronization failure due to the loss of the
channel switching response management frame, we introduce
two more types of management frames, confirm request management frame and confirm response management frame. In
Fig. 5(a), we present the version 3 implementation of the
dynamic channel switching protocol.
The synchronization protocol in version 3 is summarized
as follows.
Step 1: Initiator sends channel switching request management
frame(s) carrying information of new channel(s)
Step 2: Upon successful reception of the request frame,
responder initiates channel switching response management
frame carrying information about the new channel back to
initiator as acknowledgment; then, responder switches to the
new channel
Step 3: Initiator, after receiving the response frame will
switch to the new channel
Step 4: Responder will monitor the data communication on
the new channel
Step 5: If no data communication is received from the
initiator, responder will send a confirm request management
frame to the initiator
Step 6: If the initiator is on the new channel, it will send
confirm response frame and communication on new channel
will resume
Step 7: If responder could not receive confirm response, it
will consider that the initiator is in the old channel, will
go back to old channel and try to repeat the protocol if it
is within the time threshold permitted by primary device
standard.
In order to make version 3 more robust, we also configure SpiderRadio so that the initiator sends multiple channel
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switching request management frames to reduce the loss
probability of switching request frames. In our experiment,
we program the initiator to transmit 3 switching request
management frames. The result is presented in Fig. 5(b), which
shows very low loss probability for switching request frames
thus making version 3 highly robust. From experiments, we
also compare the synchronization failure probabilities of all
the three versions. The synchronization failure probability
(in percentage) for version 3 even under very high network
traffic congestion (approx. 3000 KBps) turns out to be almost
negligible (0.0050%) as compared to version 1 and 2.

VI. T ESTBED SETUP

AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For conducting extensive experiments with SpiderRadio
enabled nodes, we built two groups of SpiderRadio prototypes:
one for indoor testing and the other for outdoor testing.
Each node of the indoor group is a standard desktop PC
running Linux 2.6 operating system. They were all equipped
with Orinoco 802.11 a/b/g PCMCIA wireless card. There is
no PCMCIA slot for the desktop PC; so we make use of an
ENE-CB1410 PCMCIA to PCI adapter card for converting the
PCMCIA devices to operate on the desktop PC.
In the outdoor group, SpiderRadio is deployed on two
laptops running Linux 2.6 operating system: Compaq NC4010
and Dell Inspiron 700m. Both of them were equipped with

Orinoco 802.11 a/b/g PCMCIA wireless card. The TX powers
of these wireless devices were set to 100mW. Another laptop
running Windows VISTA and equipped with Wi-Spy 2.4x,
acted as a monitor in the test bed. These Orinoco devices
are equipped with Atheros 5212 (802.11 a/b/g) chipsets.
For our testbed setup, the primary user bands were emulated
using the 900MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.1GHz Wi-Fi spectrum
bands. The primary user communication was emulated in two
different ways: two cordless phones communicating with each
other using the intercom feature and Agilent signal generator (e4437b) operating in the Wi-fi bands. The SpiderRadio
node was configured to be the secondary user device for
the experiments. For the purpose of sensing and detecting
the arrival of primary user, we implemented the spectrum
sensing methodology based on observed PHY errors, received
signal strengths and n-moving window strategy as proposed
in our earlier work [13]. We placed SpiderRadio nodes at a
distance of 5 – 20 meters from each other, communicating
with TCP data streams. We carried out experiments under five
different network traffic congestion scenarios: 3MB/s, 2MB/s,
1MB/s, 0.5MB/s, and 10KB/s during day and night times.
Note that since the testbed is located in Hoboken (in close
proximity to Manhattan, New York City) the radio interference
is significantly different during day and night. Interference due
to students using the Stevens campus wireless network also
varies significantly between night and day.
In Fig. 6(a), we present the average time to synchronize under all five network traffic congestion scenarios. For
showing the effectiveness of version 3 with 3 switch request management frames, we compare this with a simpler
version 3 where only 1 switch request management frame
is transmitted. The comparison result is shown in Fig. 6(a).
The first observation from this plot is that when the network
traffic congestion decreases the average time to synchronize
also decreases for both the mechanisms. However, the more
interesting observation is that, with higher network traffic,
version 3 with 3 management frames performs much better
than the older version 3 (i.e., with 1 management frame).
The difference in the performance decreases gradually with
a decrease in the network traffic congestion. At the lowest
network traffic congestion (i.e., 10 KBps), version 3 with 1
management frame results in a better performance as that with
3 management frames. This is because with very low network
traffic, the loss probability of management frame is very low,
the need for redundant management frames to reduce loss
probability is no longer needed. Thus it can be concluded that
at night time (or when network traffic congestion is very low
or almost zero), version 3 with 1 management frame might be
a better choice compared to 3 management frames to reduce
overhead for the same performance.
The effective throughput is shown in Fig. 6(b). The results are shown for different switching intervals (1, 2, 3, 5
and 10 seconds). For benchmarking purposes, we calculate
the ideal maximum throughout achievable under the same
operating environment and conditions without any frequency
switching. The dotted line in the figure depicts the maximum
possible throughput (3.353 MB/second – benchmark). As
evident from the figure, the proposed CR system demonstrates

high throughput even with very high frequent switching and
as obvious, with less frequent switching (switching every 5
seconds or 10 seconds), the throughput achieved is almost
same as the benchmark throughput; proving the effectiveness
of the proposed CR prototype.
VII. F UTURE D IRECTIONS : S ECURING

THE

S PIDER R ADIO

Recent research in the area of cognitive radio security [14]
has underlined the need to consider security in the design
stages of the CRN. Several flavors of denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks can be launched on the CRN if the architecture and
protocols are not designed specifically to avoid these problems.
In keeping with that spirit, we discuss some potential security
issues that the Spider Radio will need to address and some
potential solutions to these problems.
Since the primary differentiating factor between wireless
networks and CRN is the need to sense and switch between
spectrum bands, most of the unique security threats to CRN
come from these two functionalities. We will focus on the vulnerabilities existing in switching/synchronization functionality
of CRNs., rather than those that occur in sensing [15].
In Section V, several protocols for resynchronization have
been proposed for SpiderRadio. All the protocols assume that
the channel to which the Initiator and Receiver SpiderRadios must switch (rendezvous), has already been determined.
A malicious node with an intent to jam or desynchronize
communication between these nodes can easily do so with
very minimal resource expenditure on its part, by tracking
the two communicating nodes and successively jamming these
channels. In order to prevent this type of DoS, the security
of the rendezvous sequence must be guaranteed at least to
some extent. Several solutions will have to be co-opted to
achieve this goal. These include - a secure pseudo-random
rendezvous sequence with meaningful convergence guarantees
(to ensure faster channel synchronization), efficient cryptographic authentication of the switching request frame as well
as response management frame (in Version 2 of the protocol)
and confirmation frames (Version 3). All solutions will have
to be optimized for time-to-convergence.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
SpiderRadio’s software abstraction-based implementation
platform at the MAC layer hides the PHY layer details from
the higher layers in a network protocol stack efficiently. The
special purpose queues built into the stack help alleviate higher
layer packet losses during dynamic channel switching. The
three versions of the proposed dynamic channel switching
protocols seem to gracefully trade-off complexity for achievable throughput. These protocols also achieve fast channel
switching with negligible synchronization failure rate between
the transmitter and the receiver. The empirical throughput observed in testbed experiments for different channel switching
intervals is close to the ideal throughput without fixed channel
access. This implies that the channel switching protocol and
implementation in SpiderRadio is fast enough for practical
dynamic spectrum access networking applications.
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